Yellowstone & Grand Teton National Parks
Expanded Itinerary
Sep 5 Fly Detroit/Jackson Hole, WY
Our one-stop flight to Wyoming departs around 8:30 this morning. We land in Jackson Hole around 3:00 pm and
a coach will be waiting to take us on the 2.5-hour scenic drive through the Grand Tetons to Canyon Lodge at
Yellowstone National Park.

Sep 6 Yellowstone Nat’l Park (included breakfast)
Our full-day tour will follow Yellowstone’s ‘Upper Loop’, which takes us to the northern reaches of the park
and is called the “Wildlife Tour” for what will hopefully be an obvious reason. Our starting point is near the
majestic Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone. This awesome canyon was carved by the Yellowstone River and is
20 miles long and up to 1,200 feet deep. Its most photographed feature is Lower Falls, where the river tumbles
308 feet (twice the height of Niagara Falls) before striking the canyon floor with such force that it sends foam
and mist hundreds of feet upward, dampening the rocks so constantly that bright green moss grows high above
the water. As the water races on and finally stops foaming it looks green but actually is clear—the river's color
is from algae and moss.
We’ll then traverse Dunraven Pass, which is a great area to spot both grizzly and black bears. At Tower Falls
there is a dramatic 132-foot waterfall which is one of the most popular year-round sights in Yellowstone. Next
we’ll drive through the Lamar Valley where bears, bison and wolves are often spotted. The last major stop on
our loop will be at Mammoth Hot Springs. Heat, water, minerals and limestone combined to create the famous
terraces of Mammoth Hot Springs, where variously colored travertine (a form of calcium carbonate) has been
dissolved from the limestone underground and carried to the surface by rising springs of hot water. Although
some springs and terraces die, the total flow of water at this point inside Yellowstone is surprisingly constant,
as new flows spring to the surface. Minerva Terrace is one of the most striking elements here, with its likeness
to an ornately carved staircase. From Mammoth we’ll head back south past Norris and Gibbon Falls to our
starting point. Keep an eye out for deer, and pronghorn and big horn sheep along this route.

Sep 7 Yellowstone Nat’l Park (included breakfast)
We’ll travel Yellowstone’s fascinating ‘Lower Loop’ today. This drive takes in the thermal features of the
Upper and Lower Geyser basins such as Fountain Paint Pots and Biscuit Basin, and we’ll stop to witness the
eruption of Old Faithful. Old Faithful is undoubtedly the world's most recognizable geyser and was named by
an 1870 expedition for its remarkable consistency. Unlike most thermal features in the park, its heights,
intervals and length of eruption have changed very little in 100 years. It erupts about every 92 minutes, or 18–
21 times every day. The time-sensitive column of boiling water normally reaches an average height of 130 feet
in just 15 to 20 seconds, and after 20 more seconds, the water column lowers rapidly and the eruption ends
with a few puffs of steam. On average, 5,000 to 8,000 gallons of water are shot out of the ground.

Back aboard the coach we’ll drive through Craig Pass and across the Continental Divide, and then along the
shores of Yellowstone Lake. This is America's largest mountain lake at such an altitude (7,733 feet). It is
approximately 20 miles long and 14 miles wide, the shoreline is in excess of 100 miles, and the lake’s average
depth is 137 feet. After driving up the Hayden Valley we’ll pass the Norris Geyser Basin and Gibbon Falls
before completing the lower loop at the Canyon where we began. Although today we’ll hear more about the
geothermal and landscape features of Yellowstone, we may see bison, elk, coyotes, bears, moose, bald eagles,
osprey and trumpeter swans.

Sep 8 Grand Teton Nat’l Park (included breakfast)
We bid adieu to Yellowstone this morning, and board our coach for the two-hour drive south to Grand Teton
National Park. Our drive between the two National Parks will be along the John D. Rockefeller Parkway which
provides a natural link between the two national parks and contains features characteristic of both areas. In
the parkway, the Teton Range ramps down a gentle slope at its northern end, while rocks born of volcanic
flows from Yellowstone line the Snake River and form outcrops scattered atop hills and ridges.
After a stop in Grand Teton Park for lunch on your own, we’ll go for an included boat cruise on Jackson Lake.
We’ll learn about the history, geology, flora and fauna of the area while getting an up-close view of the
spectacular Tetons rising magically right out of Jackson Lake. This 15-mile long glacial lake was enlarged by
the construction of the Jackson Lake Dam, which was built in 1911, enlarged in 1916 and rebuilt in 1989. The
top 33 feet of the lake is utilized by farmers in Idaho for irrigation.

Sep 9 Grand Teton Nat’l Park (included breakfast)
Today you’ll make a choice: stay in the Park all day and do whatever appeals to you, or spend the morning
exploring the town of Jackson and then return to the Park for the afternoon.
The community of Jackson, the valley and the lake were all named after mountain man, trapper and trader
David Jackson. Jackson town is surrounded on all sides by mountains. The hole—or valley—is 48 miles long and
for the most part six to eight miles wide, enclosing an area of approximately 400 square miles. Enjoy the shops
and restaurants of downtown Jackson this morning if you wish.
Grand Teton National Park is a wonderful place to visit any time of year, but fall is especially magical—fall
colors, wildlife, and smaller crowds make for a relaxing visit. Although we’re early in the month, September
has historically been the peak time for leaf peeping. The Teton Range has large stands of deciduous trees
whose leaves blaze mostly yellow and orange shades in the fall. Cottonwoods line the banks of the Snake River
and other creeks in the area. Aspens are found on hillsides and scattered throughout the park's moist areas.
Numerous species of willows, as well as other shrubs, transform lake and canyon trails into yellow carpets in
the fall.
Park activities which might interest you today include a four-hour narrated park tour which leaves from our
hotel right after breakfast. Horseback riding is available, as are 3-5 hour rafting tours on the Snake River
which also leave from our hotel.

Sep 10 Fly Jackson Hole/Detroit (included breakfast)
This will be a leisurely morning: we’ll depart our hotel after breakfast and it’s only a 40-minute drive to the
Jackson Hole airport. Our arrival in Detroit will be around 10:30 this evening.

